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Third- and fourth-order analysis of the intensities and polarization dependence
of two-photon absorption lines of Gd3+ in LaF3 and aqueous solution
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A comprehensive report and analysis of our observations of numerous parity-allowed direct two-
photon transitions within the 4f configuration of the Gd + ion is presented. The experimental
technique is ultraviolet fluorescence detection following optical excitation with a dye-laser beam.
Previous results and analyses are extended in three ways. (1) The intensities and polarization depen-
dence of individual Stark components, in addition to integrated multiplet intensities, are reported
and analyzed for Gd3+:LaF3. In those cases (sS7~2~6Psq2, 6D9q2 3' 5') where a second-order
theory of two-photon absorption adequately explains the integrated intensity, it also (with the excep-
tion of D9q2) explains the Stark-component intensities. The remaining transitions are anomalously
strong, and in some cases violate the angular momentum selection rules EI.,EJ &2 and exhibit
strong anisotropies, in contradiction to the second-order theory. It is shown that introduction of
third- and fourth-order contributions involving spin-orbit and jor crystal-field interactions among
levels of the 4f Sd configuration, which serve as intermediate states, can account for both the in-

tegrated and Stark-component intensities of these transitions. (2) The strong anisotropy observed
for the transitions S7g2~ P3y2, Ig, D l y2 in Gd +:LaF3 is explained quantitatively as a
polarization-dependent interference between contributions to the intensity which are comparable in

magnitude. Interference is destructive for E~~z and constructive for Elz, creating an order-of-
magnitude contrast in the line strength for the two polarizations. (3) A two-photon excitation spec-
trum of Gd+ in aqueous solution is reported. Linewidths comparable to those of room-
temperature solids and Stark splittings which suggest a low-symmetry quasistatic environment are
observed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Two-photon spectroscopy began in 1961 with the
pioneering experiment of Kaiser and Garrett, ' in which a
broad ultraviolet band arising fmm a 4f ~ 4f Sd transi-
tion was excited in Eu +:CaF2 using the red light from a
pulsed ruby laser. Bayer and Schaak later investigated
the polarization dependence of this interconfigurational
two-photon transition at several discrete excitation fre-
quencies. With the development of tunable dye lasers, the
sharp parity-allowed 4f ~4f" transitions of rare-earth
ions in solids became accessible to observation by two-
photon absorption {TPA), although for a number of years
only a few such transitions were observed. ' ' Recently,
however, we reported extensive observations s of the rel-
ative intensities and polarization dependence of numerous
intra-4f two-photon transitions in Gd +:LaF5 using both
continuous-wave (cw) and pulsed dye-laser excitation.

These observations have provoked considerable theoreti-
cal interest s because of their very strong disagreement
with predictions of the standard theory of lanthanide tran-
sition intensities developed by Judd' and Ofelt" for one-
photon absorption, and modified by Axe' to apply to
two-photon processes. In particular, the experimental re-
sults displayed a threefold anomaly. (1) Several transi-
tiolls { S7/z~ Ii3/2 i5/z ]'7/zy Di/2) violated the ailgulaf
momentum selection rule M &2; in most cases J mixing
of 4f levels proved inadequate to explain this behavior.
Furthermore, some transitions violated the selection rules

M=0 and &~. (2 to a much greater extent than the use
of intermediate coupled initial- and final-state wave func-
tions could explain. {2}Such transitions were anomalous-
ly stron~ with respect to the predictions of a second-order
theory, ' as well as {3}strongly anisotropic, or dependent
on direction of polarization with respect to crystalline
axes.

Judd and Pooler9 showed that by expanding Axe's
second-order theory' of two-photon absorption to include
third-order terms involving the spin-orbit interaction
among levels of the intermediate configurations (princi-
pally 4f 5d), the anomalous intensity observeds for
57~~ I'7&2 in Gd + could be explained because the spin

selection rule breaks down in third order. Downer
et al. have shown that third-order terms involving the
crystal-field interaction among intermediate states can ex-
plain much of the anomalous intensity of the six
sS7/z~ sI/ lines in Gd +:LaF&, since the selection rules
/i, l. ,hJ & 2 then break down. A general theoretical treat-
ment of these third-order contributions to TPA, as weB
as fourth-order contributions to TPA and third-order con-
tributions to one-photon absorption, is planned to be
presented in a forthcoming theoretical paper.

The main purpose of the present paper is to present and
analyze the experimental results for Gd +:LaF5 in consid-
erably greater detail than has been done in a previous pub-
lication. In addition, new results on the two-photon exci-
tation spectrum of Gd + in aqueous solution are described
which represent the first observation of intra-4f two-
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photon absorption in a rare-earth aqueous solution. Sec-
tion II outlines the experimental procedure based on ultra-
violet fluorescence detection. Section III reviews the pre-
viously reported results on the integrated intensities of 14
f ~f two-photon transitions in Gd +:LaFi and
presents new data on the polarization dependence of the
individual Stark components in the crystalline sample,
which were fully resolved in all scans, and on the two-
photon spectrum of the aqueous solution sample. The
analysis of single-photon electric dipole intensities in
lanthanides has generally been confined to the integrated
intensities of transitions between J multiplets observed
with unpolarized light (e.g., Carnall ei al. ' ), since the
complex theoretical expressions which come into play are
greatly simplified by summing over Mq values and polari-
zation directions. ' By contrast the theoretical predic-
tion of the two-photon intensities of Stark components for
any specified polarization in a crystalline sample is quite
simple and involves no unknown odd-parity crystal pa-
rameters, so the comparison of the theoretical and experi-
mental intensities is straightforward. In the case of three
excited J multiplets of Gd +:LaFl ( Ps/1, D5/1 7/1),
crystal-field energy-level calculations' have left some
Stark-component assignments ambiguous. Analysis of the
polarization dependence of the two-photon intensities,
however, resolves these ambiguities, allowing definite as-
signments of a11 components to be made. Section IV
analyzes the integrated and Stark-component intensities
for Gd +:LaFi in terms of second-, third-, and fourth-
order contributions to TPA. It is shown that the strong
anisotropies previously observed, but not explains, in the
integrated intensities of S7/t~ I'3/1 Ij Di/1 cail be ex-
plained quantitatively as polarization-dependent interfer-
ence among the various contributions to TPA.

S~ (e, Ej.c, and E rotated in the c plane; (2) S( ~c, circular

polarization; (3) Slc,E((c. These are the only polariza-
tions which can propagate through the birefringent crystal
without change. Gd + enters LaFi in a single type of sub-
stitution site possessing approximately D3~ symmetry,
with the site-symmetry axis parallel to e, although ESR,'

Raman scattering, ' and neutron-diffraction' studies in-
dicate slight distortions to a lower, probably C2„, symme-
try. Aqueous solutions of Gd + were prepared by dissolv-
ing 99.9%-pure gadolinium oxide (61201) powder in di-
lute perchloric acid at various concentrations between 0.5
and 1.0M.

Two-photon transitions were induced between the
4f S7/2 ground state and the 14 excited states shown in
Fig. 1, which belong to the I'J, IJ, and D/ groups of
4f . Since the lowest excited states lie at 32000 cm
there are no near-resonant intermediate states for optical
excitation frequencies. In fact, the levels which play the
role of intermediate states belong primarily to the far off-
resonant 4f65d configuration, which lies at an average en-

ergy of about 150000 cm ' above the ground state. uv

fluorescence from one-photon relaxation back to the
ground state was collected at right angles to the excitation
beam with a suitably filtered EMI 9635QB photomulti-
plier tube, and this signal was processed by a boxcar in-

tegration system.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Many significant details of the experimental apparatus
and procedure have been described previously, ' and will
be reviewed and supplemented here. While some early
measurements employed cw dye-laser (Coherent model
599-21} excitation, most measurements were performed
with a pulsed nitrogen-laser —pumped dye laser of the
Hinsch type (repetition rate approximately 10 Hz, pulses
typically 0.1 mJ, 5 nsec) which afforded high peak intensi-

ty and wider frequency tunability. The frequency band-
width (approximately 0.5 cm ') was less than the homo-
geneous linewidth of most absorption hnes at 80 K (2—3
cnl ), thc tcnlpcl'aturc at which Inost 1ccordlllgs werc
taken, so no further narrowing with intracavity etalons
was necessary. A single laser beam, with polarization con-
trolled by means of a Gian prism and variable retarder,
was focused tightly (typically f=1 cm} into the sample.
A small portion of the beam was directed into a 1-m
Jarrell-Ash spectrometer for frequency calibration. A
0.5-mo1. % Gd +:LaFl sample obtained from Optovac,
Inc. was mounted on the cold finger of a cryostat cooled
to liquid-nitrogen or, when desired, liquid-helium tem-
perature. The crystalline c axis was oriented either paral-
lel or perpendicular to S (Poynting vector) and the follow-
ing polarizations of the excitation were examined: (1)

If~,ISg

el/

phonon
~decep

Sly
5e 6p

Fluorescence

&
Sr~

FIG. l. Diagram of lowest-energy 4f' levels of Gdi+:LaFi
showing two-photon excitation of D7/2 and subsequent decay by
phonon emission and fluorescence. Numbers at left give average

energy of each I multiplet in cm '. Levels of 4f65d begin at
about 78000 cm
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Fluorescence following two-photon excitation emerges
from Gd +:LaFq with a lifetime of nearly 10 msec at the
wavelengths 3100, 2800, and 2500 A in the branching ra-
tio 6:1:3,corresponding to the relaxation of Pq~i, I7~2,
and D9~2 directly to the ground state. Total fluorescence
yield is essentially unity because the large energy gap
separating P7&2 from the ground state prevents nonradia-
tive decay. In the aqueous solution fluorescence was ob-
served only at 3100 A, indicating that higher excited
states decay nonradiatively to I'i&2 before fluorescence is
emitted. Even the 3100-A fluorescence was partially
quenched, since the fluorescent lifetime shortened to about
2 msec and observed integrated fluorescence signals were

weaker than those from a crystalline sample of compar-
able dopant concentration. For both samples, however,
the proportionality of TPA to fluorescent intensity was
checked by comparing single-photon absorption and exci-
tation spectra from 30000 to 42000 cm ' taken with a
Cary 14 spectrophotometer. The relative single-photon
intensities agreed in the two spectra. Munir et al. ' have
observed nonlinear optical absorption in rare-earth-doped
glasses using optoacoustic detection, which may supple-
ment fluorescence detection for the study of weakly or
nonfluorescing lanthanide ions.

Variations in the temporal and spatial characteristics of
the laser beam from a pulsed source can introduce sizable
errors into the measurement of absolute nonlinear absorp-
tion intensities, ' although the measurements of relative
cross sections required in the present study are less severe-

ly affected. Nevertheless, a number of precautions were
observed. Continual boxcar averaging of fluorescence sig-
nals from 20 to 30 laser shots minimized the effect of ran-
dom pulse variations. Measurements of the Sz&z~ Pz
transition intensity ratios were checked with both
a well-characterized cw transverse electromagnetic
(TEM00) excitation beam and the pulsed source, yielding
results which agreed to within 10%, and indicating that
systematic pulse variations played little role within the
gain curve of a single laser dye. Systematic variations can
become more pronounced with wide frequency tuning and
changes of the laser dye. Since our measurements em-

ployed three dyes (Rhodamine B, Pilot 495, and Coumarin
500), measurements with each dye were referenced to the
second harmonic generated in a quartz plate o'2' by a
reference beam split from the excitation beam. Because
second-harmonic generation depends on intensity in the
same way as TPA, spatial and temporal pulse variations
affect the two processes in the same way.

The experimental error entering measurements of the
relative integrated intensities of two transitions was

roughly proportional to the frequency spacing between
them. We estimate that our measurements of the relative
intensity of one multiplet for two different polarizations
of the excitation beam are accurate to +10%, of the rela-
tive intensity of two closely spaced multiplets to +30%,
and of the relative intensity of widely separated multiplets
which must be excited using different laser dyes to plus or
minus a factor of 2.5. Checks were made for systematic
errors by using different samples, different lasers, dif-
ferent optics (particulary different degree of focusing into
the sample), and different sainple temperatures. Results

from multiple scans were averaged to improve statistics,
and cross checks of measured intensity ratios were made
to confirm internal consistency,

A rough measurement was made of the absolute TPA
cross section of Gd +:LaFi using the TEMOO cw beam
tuned to one-half the frequency of the peak of the middle
Stark component of P,&2 at 80 K, where the fullwidth at
half maximum (FWHM) of this line was about 3 cm
A cross section of 2 X 10 cm sec/photon ion

(0.6X10 cm /Wion), which agrees within a factor of
3 with a cross section calculated' using a second-order

theory, was measured. In obtaining the experimental
value, unity fluorescence yield and isotropic fluorescence
emission were assumed, as was a thin-lens approximation
in determining the size of the interaction region. Further
details of the experimental apparatus and procedure are
given in Ref. 8.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Gd +:LaF3

Experimental two-photon excitation recordings for a
number of transitions in Gd +:LaFi at 80 K for three po-
larizations of the excitation beam are presented in Figs.
2—8. Recordings for other observed transitions are in-

cluded in Ref. 8. The vertical axes of all of these figures
indicate the normalized two-photon absorption intensity
in arbitrary units on the same internally consistent scale.
The scale of Figs. 9—11 is also internally consistent; the
smaller numbers were chosen to reflect the smaller
fluorescent signals observed from the solution sample, but
their relation to the scale used for the crystalline sample is
a rough estimate only.

The level positions of all Stark components of the 14
excited multiplets of Gd +:LaF& observed were measured
to within +1 cm ', and agreed with those reported by
Schwiesow, and Crosswhite and by Carnall, Fields, and
Sarup for the linear absorption spectrum. Three of the
observed levels ( Di&2 q&i 5&&) has been predicted, but not
observed, in the one-photon absorption (OPA) spectrum of
Gd +:LaF3, although the last tw'o have been observed in
other hexagonal crystals. D&&2 is extremely weak in

OPA, while D3~2 5&2, as observed in TPA, are exception-
ally broad (15—20 cm ' FWHM) compared to other lines

at 80 K, and thus have correspondingly lower peak inten-
sities. These lines narrowed only slightly at liquid-helium
temperature. The observation of these lines attests to the
high signal discrimination obtainable with fluorescence
detection of TPA.

The bar graph in Fig. 12 presents the two-photon ab-

sorption line strengths for Gd3+:LaF3 on an arbitrary log-
arithmic scale. Each vertical bar represents the intensity
for a particular polarization of the excitation beam of a J
multiplet integrated over J+—,

' Stark components. The

first vertical bar for each transition refers to El@ regard-

less of the orientation of E in the c plane, since all ob-

served transitions were isotropic in the c plane. The hor-

izontal lines in Fig. 12 denote relative intensities predicted

by the second-order theory of Axe, ' where the best flt has
been made to the four transition intensities
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FIG. 4. Experimental two-photon excitation recordings of
P7/q in Gd'+:LaF3 for three polarizations of the excitation

beam. Closed circles show Stark-component intensities predict-
ed by including third-order terms involving the spin-orbit in-
teraction among intermediate states belonging to the 4f 5d con-
figuration along with the standard second-order contribution to
two-photon absorption. The M= + 2 component is broadened

more than the other components by spontaneous phonon emis-
sion. The asterisk (+) indicates the height this component
would have if it were equal in width to the other three com-
ponents.

P3& for Elc and circular polarization is several times
stronger than the second-order prediction.

The data in Figs. 2—8 show a marked polarization
dependence in the intensities of individual Stark com-
ponents, even in those cases where the integrated intensity

FIG. 5. Experimental two-photon excitation recording of
P3/q in Gd'+:LaP3 for three polarizations of the excitation

beam. Horizontal lines show Stark-component intensities

predicted by including third-order terms involving the spin-orbit
interaction along with the second-order term, but neglecting the
admixture of P7/2 in the P3/2 wave function. Closed circles
show revised theoretical intensities when this admixture is taken
into account.

is isotropic. These variations are analyzed in detail in Sec.
IV.

8. Gd'+ in aqueous solution

'%e have observed the same 14 two-photon transitions
or Gd~+ in anaqueous solution

Concentrations of 0.5M were necessary to obtain sizable
TPA signals, although some of the stronger lines could be
observed at lower concentrations. Giuliani reported ex-
perimental evidence for competing one- and two-photon
processes in pumping the charge-transfer band of aqueous
europium perchlorate solutions. The present results, how-
ever, constitute the first observation of two-photon
f ~f transitions in rare-earth solutions.

The relative integrated intensities of the various transi-
tions were measured in the same manner as for the crys-
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FIG. 6. Two-photon excitation recordings of (a) D&,/2 and (b)

D7/2 in Gd +:LaF3 for three polarizations of the excitation
beam. Vertical bars show intensities predicted by second-order

theory alone, closed circles by combined action of second-order
terms, and third-order terms involving the spin-orbit interaction.

Pi&(cm '}

FIG. 7. Experimental two-photon excitation recordings of
I7/2 in Gd'+:LaF3 for three polarizations of the excitation

beam. Closed circles show intensities predicted by the combined
action of the third-order contribution in the crystal-field, the
fourth-order contribution, and the third-order scalar contribu-
tion in the spin-orbit interaction acting upon the P7/2 admixture
in the I7/2 wave function. Horizontal lines show intensities

predicted when the Pique admixture is neglected. For E~ Iz and

M =+ 2, this calculated value falls at 2.7 on the vertical scale in

the middle panel and is not shown.

talline sample using a linearly or a circularly polarized ex-
citation beam. The results were consistent with those for
Gd +:IaP3 within experimental error. The anisotropies
observed for the P3/2 IJ and D&~q lines in the crystal
were, of course, not observed in solution because the ions
are randomly oriented. In these cases, the observed line
strength for linear polarization was within a factor of 3 of
the average of the line strengths observed for Elc and Et Ic
in the crystal, relative to the remaining line strengths. For
P7~2, D3~q q~2 7~2 9~2, the ratio $(linear)/S(circular) con-

firmed the ratio observed in the crystal. In particular, the
intensity of P7~2 was over 10 times weaker for circular
polarization (see Fig. 9), while Di~i ~~i (see Fig. ll) and

D9/2 showed a small enhancement for circular polariza-
tion. D7~2 had nearly the same intensity for both polari-
zations.

The two-photon excitation recordings in Pigs. 9—11
show clearly resolved Stark splittings, similar to crystal-
field splittings observed in solid hosts, indicating the pres-
ence of a quasistatic hydration complex, or "iceberg, **
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FIG. 9. Experimental bvo-photon excitation recordings of
I'7/2 for Gd'+ in aqueous perchlorate solution. Note the ap-

pearance of four shoulders in the scan for linear polarization
corresponding to four Stark components.
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FIG. 8. Experimental two-photon excitation recordings of
Gd +:I.aF3. Theoretical annotation is the same as in

Fig. 7. For E~ ~z, most of the horizontal lines, indicating intensi-

ties predicted when the I'7/2 admixture is neglected, fall above

the scale of the middle recording, and are not shown. Specifical-

ly, they fall at the values 2.9 for M =+ —,', l.4 for M =+ 2, 5.8

for M=+ 2, and 4.6 for M=+ z.

surrounding the cation. Similar splittings were observed
long ago in the single-photon absorption and emission
spectra of the aqueous as well as anhydrous alcoholic '
solutions of europium salts, although only very recently
were the Stark-component level positions of three multi-
plets in a number of dilute room-temperature Gd + solu-
tions reported. 9 In Table I, we report the Stark-
component levels of Gd + in a room-temperature per-
chlorate solution for a great many more excited multi-
plets. The splitting is extensively resolved for the P and

D levels, although most of the I levels were too closely
spaced to reveal much structure. Our observed level posi-
tions for P7~z s~2 agree within experimental error with
those reported by Svoronos et al. for the OPA spectrum
of Gd + in a 0.1M perchlorate solution. In addition, the
Stark splittings of these and the D levels closely resemble
those observed in a frozen Gd + perchlorate solution at
4 K, indicating that the immediate environment of the ion
in solution remains virtually unchanged upon freezing.
The barycenters, however, are shifted 10—20 cm ' toward
the red at 4 K. Sayre et al. observed a similar red shift
of about 5 cm ' in the Eu + solution spectra upon cool-
ing from room temperature to dry-ice temperature. The
shift probably results from a larger nephelauxetic effect '

at the lower temperatures rather than from the vibronic
mechanisms operative in crystalline hosts, which gen-
erally result in blue shifts upon cooling.

Figures 10 and 11 show that P5/23/2, Ds/23/2 sp»t
into the maximum number of components allowed by
Kramers degeneracy, namely J+—,'. The splitting of P7&2

is not resolved, but four shoulders are discernible in the
P7/2 recording in Fig. 9. The site symmetry at the Gd +

ion is therefore less than cubic. The precise symmetry and
structure of the hydration complex, however, has been the
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FIG. 11. Experimental turbo-photon excitation recordings of
D3/2 5/2 for Gd ln aqueous perchlorate solution.
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FIG. 10. Experimental two-photon excitation recordings of
6Pq~2 3~ for Gd3+ in aqueous perchlorate solution shing dis-
tinct Stark splittings.

subject of considerable debate. Recent x-ray-diffraction
studiesi of concentrated rare-earth chloride solutions
have established the coordination numbers of most of the
lanthanide hydration complexes. Optical spectra have
provided valuable clues to the symmetry of the complex.
Sayre et al. determined that the symmetry of the Eu +

complex was DzI, m aqueous solutions and Cz„m anhy-
drous alcohols. Svoronos et al. pointed out that the
sphttmgs observed for Pizza 5' of Gd + in aqueous solu-
tions required the presence of a sizable 8'i ' crystal-6eld
parameter, thereby limiting the possible symmetry to C2„
or lower. Couture has proposed an eightfold coordinat-
ed square antiprism of symmetry D~ for the structure of
the surrounding water molecules in the frozen Gd + per-
chlorate solution, although a dodecahedral structure has
also been suggested. 3 The large number of observed
Stark-component levels available from the present spec-
trum should now permit a meaningful theoretical crystal-

field calculation to be made. Hopefully such a calculation
could distinguish between the various proposed structures.
In addition, the present results demonstrate the feasibility
of studing the rare-earth solutions by two-photon absorp-
tion using two beams of independently variable polariza-
tion. Such studies could provide sufficient information to
determine the symmetry of the observed Stark com-
ponents.

The linewidths (FWHM =20—30 cm ') in the aqueous
solution are some~hat larger than those observed in
Gd +:I.aF3 at room temperature. The additional broaden-
ing probably results from greater statistical distribution of
line centers rather than from homogeneous broadening,
sillce the llliewldths of the Psych conipoileiits showii Bl
Fig. 10 are nearly identical to those observed in the
frozen aqueous solution at 4 K. Furthermore, in those in-
stances where lines are sufficiently resolved to permit a
meaningful line-shape analysis, we find that our lines fit
more closely to a Gaussian than to a Lorentzian profile,
although in most cases the shapes appear nevertheless to
be intermediate. Most likely, therefore, the homogeneous
width is comparable to the room-temperature homogene-
ous width in crystals. The homogeneous width is deter-
mined by collisional perturbation of the hydration com-
plex, which causes both radiationless transitions between
optical levels as well as phase perturbation (Tz mecha-
nism) of the optical state. Since the radiationless transi-
tion rates are much smaller than the observed widths,
however, the phase interruption mechanism must deter-
mine the homogeneous width.

IV. ANAI. YSIS OP T%0-PHOTON TRANSITION INTENSITIES

A. General theoretical framework

The line strength SYp~ of a two-photon transition from a ground state g with components
l f~gJM) to an excited

state fwith components
l f f'IM') is proportional to
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where second-, third-, and fourth-order terms in the per-
turbation series have been shown explicitly. 5; is the en-

ergy E; —hv of the intermediate state above the single-

photon energy, and D is the sum of the radius vectors r~

for all electrons j. For Gdi+ the intermediate states, 1, m,
and n belong to configurations of the form f d, f g, and

d 'f of which 4f65d, being lowest in energy, is the most
important. Goppert-Mayer developed the theory of
two-photon absorption on the basis of the second-order
term alone, which proves adequate in the vast majority of
cases. The higher-order terms introduce extra energy
denominators, as well as interactions V and V' among lev-
els of the intermediate configurations. V and V' represent
all or some part of the static Hamiltonian
H=U+H, +H +HCF, where the terms on the right-
hand side are central-field, interelectronic Coulomb, spin-
orbit, and crystal-field (CF) potentials, respectively. If
chosen judiciously, V and V' can overcome angular
momentum selection rules which limit the magnitude of
the second-order linkage of g to f. With V=H, for ex-
ample, the spin selection rule ~=0 breaks down in third

I

order. A direct linkage of the S ground state of Gd+ to
the sextet excited states thus becomes possible. Similarly,
with V=H~F, the selection rules ~~-,M & 2 can be over-
come in third order. In such cases the higher-order terms
can rival or exceed the second-order terms in magnitude
despite the extra energy denominator. Eventually, howev-

er, the perturbation series converges, since beyond some
finite order, no selection rules remain to be overcome for a
given transition. The extra energy denominators are then
no longer compensated by large numerators at higher or-
ders.

An expression similar to the second-order term in (I)
occurs in the theory of single-photon electric dipole ab-
sorption for lanthanides, ' "where the role of the second
photon is replaced by the noncentrosymmetric part of the
crystal field. Judd' and Ofelt" showed that the sum over
interinediate states could be evaluated by a closure ap-
proximation, in which 5„ is assumed constant for each
excitedconfiguration. Axe, ' employing thesameapprox-
imation, showed that the second-order line strength of a
two-photon transition could be written as
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FIG. l2. Relative two-photon absorption line strengths for Gd'+:LaF3 for the three indicated polarizations of the excitation beam.
orizontal lines denote predictions of the second-order theory. Crosses (+ ) denote line strengths predicted by including third-order

erms in the spin-orbit interaction, closed circles by including third-order terms in the crystal-field interaction, and circled crosses by
inc]uding fourth-order terms involving both spin-orbit and crystal-field interactions. When J mixing among the 4f 'levels is taken
into account, the X 's show the predicted intensities for P3/2 IJ and D I ~q.
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TABLE I. Stark component level positions observed in a
0.5M solution of Gd + in dilute perchloric acid (HC104) ~ Stark
components were not well resolved for the I levels.

Multiplet

6
P7/2

Observed components (cm ')

32 116
32 138
32 164
32 180

6
PS/2 32 698

32 736
32 759

6
P3/2 33 286

33 329

35 837
35 866
35 879
35 909

6
D9/2 39 553

39 614
39 639
39 667

6
Di/2

6
D7/2

40 510
40 619
40678b

6
D3/2 40778

40 822

6
D5/2 40911

40 947
40996

'Data for 0.1M perchlorate solution from Svoronos et al. (Ref.
29).
Probably comprises two unresolved components.

STPA =( —,",, }Edf [(E'"E'"}' ']

x rfd(f'[p&] I I
U"'I If'[&'&'])', (2)

where rf& is the radial integral (f
I

r Id) and Egf 10
cm ' is the average energy of 4f Sd above the single-
photon energy hv. Brackets around the term designation
denote intermediate coupling wave functions. Expression
(2) can also be derived using second-quantization tech-
niques. To express the intensity of individual Stark corn-
ponents, we must forego the sum over M' values used in
deriving (2).

Several important points about the result (2} can be
made. Firstly, since only a single term occurs, the ratio of
the intensities of two transitions is given simply by the ra-
tios of the squares of the second-rank reduced matrix ele-
ments (f PJIIU' 'IIf P'J') for the two transitions. These
quantities depend only on the angular parts of the wave
functions, which are known with great precision from
energy-level analysis, and accurate tables' in the full in-

termediate coupling approximation are readily available.
Secondly, when both photons have the same linear polari-
zation, the polarization-dependent factor [(E'"E"')' '] is
equal to ,E—forany polarization direction. This isotropy
is a consequence of the free-ion nature of the description
of TPA in second order. Thirdly, other polarization com-
binations lead to different, though readily predicted, line
strengths. For two equivalently circularly polarized
photons, for example, [(E"'E" ')' '] equals
(1111

I
1122)E =E, yielding a 50% greater line strength

than for linear polarization. The above predictions re-

quire no phenomenological parameters, as do analogous
predictions in the theory of one-photon oscillator
strengths. ' " Measurements of the relative line strengths
of different transitions and the polarization dependence of
each transition thus provide rigorous tests of the second-
order theory, as do measurements of the polarization
dependence of individual Stark components.

Axe's second-order theory satisfactorily explained the
relative intensities of electronic Raman transitions in
Pr +, the only relevant data available at the time of its
formulation. Its failure to explain most of the TPA data
for Gd + in Fig. 12, however, prompts reexamination of
the underlying assumptions. Term dependence of the ra-
dial integral rfd, which has been assumed constant, would
be far too modest to explain discrepancies of the magni-
tude shown. The closure approximation could be ques-
tioned, but the widespread success of the theory of single-
photon oscillator strengths argues strongly in favor of its
validity.

In the following discussion, therefore, we introduce the
third- and fourth-order terms in (1) into the analysis. The
closure approximation is again employed, leaving com-

pound operators acting between levels of 4f'. These
operators must be recoupled to convert them to simpler
standard operators for which matrix elements can be
readily computed. Second-quantization techniques
prove especially powerful in performing the required ma-

nipulations. Full derivation of the higher-order operators
(see Ref. 8) are planned to be reserved for a later publica-
tion. For now, the fully recoupled operators will be stated
and used in analyzing the Gd +:LaF3 data. Insofar as in-

tegrated intensities or line strengths are concerned, the
analysis applies also to the aqueous solution data. No at-
tempt will be made, however, to analyze the Stark-
component intensities of the solution sample, since the
level assignments are not known and since data obtained
with a single excitation beam do not sufficiently charac-
terize the excited-state symmetries in a sample of random-

ly oriented ions.

B. S7/2 ~ P5/2 D9/2 3/2 5/2 Second-order terms

Since the second-order expression (2) evidently explains
the integrated intensities of S7/2~ P5/2 D9/2 3/2 5/2 we
now compare the experimental Stark-component intensi-
ties of these four transitions in Gd +:LaF3 with second-
order predictions. Since the ground-state splitting is not
resolved in Gd +, all components of the ground state con-
tribute to the intensity of each observed Stark component.
We therefore retain the sum over M, but compute the in-
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tensity for each value of M' separately. The intensity of
the component

~ f I/)'J'M') is then proportional to

M' —M 0

7
2

for EJ.z , (3a)

2'
—M 0 for Ef/z, (3b)

and

2

M' —M 2

for circular polarization. Expressions (3} result from sub-

stituting the appropriate spherical tensor form of the elec-
tric field vectors for each polarization into the TPA
operator (E("E'")' 'U'2' and dropping common numeri-
cal factors.

For the approximately D3~ substitution site symmetry,
the crystal-field operator may be written

y [g(2)( (2)+g(4)c(4)+g(6)( (6)

+g(6)(( (6)+C(6) )] (4)

where the C4
' are modified spherical harmonic operators

[47rl(2k+1)]' Fk, and Bz ' are coefficients determined

by the charge distribution of the surrounding lattice and

by radial integrals of the f electrons. From (4) we con-
clude that for J & —,', M' is rigorously a good quantum

number, and the results (3) may be applied without altera-

tion to compute Stark-component intensities. For Jy —,',
the 8&

' terms mix M' values to a small extent. In these
cases, the appropriate eigenfunctions with mixed azimu-

thal quantum numbers must be used in conjunction with

expressions {3}to derive Stark-component intensities.
The results of such computations for S7/2

are compared with experimental
data in Figs. 2 and 3. For P5/2 and D5/2, a satisfying
account of the Stark-component intensities for all three
polarizations is obtained with the M' values shown at the
base of Fig. 2. The discrepancy for D5/2 for E~ ~z is less
than it appears at first sight, since the lowest-energy com-
ponent is broader than the other two. Crystal-field calcu-
lations' ' alone have not assigned the M' values for these
two multiplets unambiguously. For Pz&2, the calculations
of Carnall et (2/. I yield nearly identical energy values for
the two lowest-energy components M'=+ —, and + —,,
while for D5/2, the calculated positions of the two
highest-energy components M'=+ —,

' and + —,
' are nearly

the same, even though the observed components are well
separated in both cases. From this information alone,
therefore, one cannot decide which M' value belongs to
which observed component. The calculated two-photon
intensities shown in Fig. 2, however, demonstrate convinc-
ingly that the uncertain assignments must be as shown.

For D3/2, no reproducible variation in the Stark-
component intensities with polarization was observed
apart from the expected 50% strengthening of the in-

tegrated multiplet intensity for circular polarization, al-

though no strong variation is predicted either. J admix-
tures of the nearby D7/2 5/2 levels probably account for
the failure of the modest predicted contrast between the
two bnear polarizations to show.

D9/2, on the other hand, is well separated from neigh-
boring multiplets, so that J mixing can be neglected.
Nevertheless, for E~ ~z, the expected drop in the intensities
of the M'=+ —', and + —,

' components and the correspond-

ing strengthening of the remaining components is not ob-
served, although curiously the agreeinent is quite good for
the other polarizations. Here M' refers to the principal
component of the eigenfunctions. No reassignment of the
M' values, which are taken from crystal-field calcula-
tions, ' improves the agreement, and the good agreement
between observed and calculated crystal-field splittings'4
suggests that the M' values have been correctly assigned.
The higher-order contributions discussed below prove to
be negligible for D9/2 and thus cannot remedy the situa-
tion.

Possibly D9~2 is particularly sensitive to the distortion
of D36 to a lower symmetry, in which new off-diagonal
elements enter the crystal-field matrix, causing greater
mixing of M' values. The ESR results of Jones et (2/.

' for
0.01 mo1. % Gd +:LaF3 have indicated that the crystal-
field terms proportional to Bz ' and 84 ' are important.
Since ([ D9/2]( ~

U
( ~[ D9/2]} 's quite large these

crystal-field terms can cause substantial admixtures of
other M' values into M'=+ —,', + —,', thus potentially ex-

plaining their observed intensities. Since
([ P5/2]~ )

U' '( [[ P5/2]) is very small' and

(l D3/2]I IU Ill D3/2]»s zer» 'P5/2 and D3/2 would be
unaffected by these new crystal-field terms, although

D5/2 wollld be affected. This result indicates the need for
a closer examination of the effect of the distortion from
D36 upon the energy levels and eigenfunctions of
Gd +:LaF3, to see whether a consistent account of the
Stark-component intensities of D9/2 5/2, on the one hand,
and the crystal-field splittings of all levels, on the other
hand, emerges.

C. ~57&2~ ~I/'7~ 3&2,~D7~z ~q2. Third-order terms
in the spin-orbit interaction

Judd and Pooler introduced the third-order terms with
V=H„and found that the anomalous line strength ob-
served for S7/2~ P7/2 could be explained. ~e now ex-
pand this third-order analysis to all observed hne
strengths of Gd +:LaF3 and show in addition that the
StaI'k-coIIlpolleIlt illteIlsltles of P7/2, D7/2, and Di/2, as
well as the strong anisotropy of P3/2 can be explained in
quantitative detail when, and only when, third-order terms
with V=H are taken into account.

Judd and Pooler showed that following double closure
over intermediate states of the 4f 5d configuration and a
lengthy process of operator recoupling, the third-order
operator which acts between f S7/2 and the various ex-
cited states of Gd + could be recast in the form
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1 3 2
(7)1/2 ~, .

&g +( 5 )1/2 1 3 2 g (E{1)E(1))(tl.~(Q)t313 t 31
tA, 1

(5a)

where gf and g~ are the spin-orbit coupling constants for
f and d electron, respectively, and 8"/1k represents a sum
g„[ut'Jtk]„of single-particle double-tensor opcratorsI9

with rank i in spin space, rank j in orbital space, and mag-
nitude dcflncd by

(III ) i
N "i'i

i
II'i') =5(n, n')5(l, l')(2i+ 1)' 2(2j+ 1)' ' .

The spin and orbital parts are coupled to rank k in the
space of total angular momentum. In (5a) the term with
I= 1 vanishes for our present application, since with a sin-

gle excitation source the electric field vectors are identical,
so that (E'"E"')"' represents a cross product of identical
vectors. Terms with I =0,2, however, can be nonvanish-
1ng.

The relative importance of the various terms 8"~"de-
pends on the particular two-photon transition being inves-
tigated. For S~ P, terms with A, =l dominate since
they directly Hnk I.=0 to L, =1. The remaining terms in
(5a) can therefore be discarded when considering these
transitions. Similarly, for sS~ 6D, terms with t(, =2 dom-
inate. There are no terms in (5a), however, which can
directly link S to I, since X can be at most 3. We now

examine the third-order contribution to the P and 0
lines in more detail.

s. 's„,~'PJ
For sS—+ P, the relevant part of the operator (5a) is

2(
& )1/2E —2(9( +g )E(11.E11)gr(1110

+2( ' )1/2E —
2(9g ttg )(E(i)E(1))(2).gr(il)2

(5b)

The first term is rank zero and thus contributes only to
P7i2, whereas the second term is rank 2 and contributes

to all three P transitions. Furthermore, the first term
vanishes for circular polarization since E"'E"'=0 and
has the same nonzero value for any linear polarization.
This scalar term thus has all the necessary features to ex-
plain the enormous isotropic enhancement of
S7/2 —+ P7/2 for linear polarization.

To compute the line strengths quantitatively, the opera-
tor (5b) must first be added to the second-order operator
before the square modulus of the matrix element is taken.

Taking Ei iz, we then find the line strength of S&/2~ PJ
to be

J —, 2

2l E'Ettf' X —
5
(5)'" ~ ~ () (l'S7/2& I I

U"'l l&'P/l )
MM'

J 2 2
1'0 (Cf 44)EtIf Mi I 0 ( S7/2I IK

J —, 0
+(2) (94'+&&)Edf ~ ~ 0 ( S~/2II ~ (5c)

Analogous expressions are obtained for Elz and circular
polarization. For P7&2, circular polarization, and

P5~2 3', all polarizations, the scalar term vanishes. The
sum over M and M' is quickly evaluated by using the
orthogonality relation for 3-j symbols (Edmonds ' Eq.
3.7.8). A cross term between the two second-rank terms
arises. The values of the reduced matrix elements are
shown in Table II. Using the numerical values

gf =2' =1500 Cln aIld Egg=150000 cIn, WC flIld
that the ratios of the third-order to the second-order con-
tributions are

P7~ linear: I05 circular: 0.45,

Pg~ all E: 1.0,
PI/2 all E: 10.

The third-order scalar term indeed causes the enormous
enhancement of P7/2 for Hnear polarization, while the
third-order second-rank term increases the intensities of
P512 3~2 by lesser and unequal amounts without altering

the polarization dependence predicted in second order.
T'he calculated relative line strengths are shown by crosses
(+) in Fig. 12, and agree very well with the data for
P7/2 5/2. The strong anisotropy of P&/2, however,

remains unexplained, a point to which we return shortly.
We obtain predictions of the Stark-component intensi-

ties of the Pz multiplets by evaluating (5c) for each value
of M' rather than summing. For P5/2, the third-order
opcratoI' proportlollal to (g E ) ' 8 ls present 111

addition to the second-order operator. Since the two
operators are of equal rank and depend in the same way
on polarization, the analysis of PI/2 in the preceding sec-
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TABLE II. Reduced matrix elements for Gd3+ which arise in third- and fourth-order contributions

to two-photon absorption involving the spin-orbit interaction among the intermediate states. Brackets
around a term designation indicate that spin-orbit admixtures into the L-S—coupled state have been
taken into account. Eap (Epg) denotes the average energy separation of the P states from the D ('S)
sta, tes.

Transitions

SS 6P

Reduced matrix elements of 8"' "

('&~/21
I
w"'"l l'Pen&=+( 3

&' '
('~~/2

I I
w" '"l l'»/2 & =+ ( '7 &'"

('~7/211 w'""ll'P5n &= —6( 7
&' '

( S7/pl I
w

I I
P3/i) = +4( 3 &

('~7nl
I
w'""'l l'I7n &

=—2( 3q
&'" —2( 3

&' '

(sg 11~((6)5,6116I ) +2( )(/2 + ( &(/2

('~7/, ll w"'"'ll'I»» &=-»(—,', &'",——", (»'"
('s llw"'"'ll'I &=+5(—'&'" +-'( "
(8g II

w((6y, 6116I & ( &(n (1&0&(n

('~~nllw'""ll D9n&=+(+(s &' '

( ~7/211 w'""l I'D7/2 &= —
2 ( 2(

&'

(['~7/2]
I I

w"'+I
II: D7/2l &=(r~ &' 0/(+3+~~' E~s'&—

( ~7/ill w'""ll'Dvi&=+( 3s
&'"

( ~7/2I I
w'""l I'D3/2 &

= —
'( (2&'"

tion remains valid. The third-order operator simply in-

creases the predicted Stark-component intensities uni-

formly by about a factor of 2 without altering the relative
intensities or polarization dependence.

For I'7g2, however, the third-order scalar operator is
present in addition to the two second-rank operators. Ma-
trix dements of the scalar operator interfere with those of
the second-rank operators, the type and degree of interfer-
ence depending on the value of M' and the polarization.

Explicit calculation shows that for El lz, the three matrix
elements interfere constructively for M'=+ —,

'
and + —', ,

resulting in larger intensities, while they interfere destruc-
tively for M'=+ —,

' and + —', , resulting in smaller intensi-

ties. For Elz, exactly the reverse is true. For circular po-
larization, the scalar term vanishes. Full numerical details
are given in Ref. 8. The results of these computations are
compared with the experimental Stark-component intensi-
ties in Fig. 4 and show excellent agreement with the data.
In making this comparison, the 50% greater width of the
highest-energy component, which results from phonon-
induced relaxation to the lower components, must be tak-
en into account. The slight mixing of the M =+

2 and
+ —,

'
values by the 831, crystal field has been included in

arriving at the theoretical values shown. The M' values
shown at the base of Fig. 4 agree with those obtained by
crystal-field calculations. ' '

The strong anisotropy of P3/2 as with any anisotropy,
must involve the crystal field in some capacity. In the
present case, its role is to mix a small percentage of
I'7&2 into P3~2. The two components M'=+ —,, + —, are

then wntten

I I P3/2 M'I ) = I f P3n M'))+&w'///"
I P7/z M")

where the curly brackets around the term designation indi-
cate that J mixing has been taken into account. For the
D3s crystal field (4), only admixtures for which M'=M"
are present, so we write the coefficient simply as eM.
Contributions to the intensity of P3/2, M' now come not
only from the matrix elements of the second- and third-
order second-rank operators, which for brevity we write as
0'2'(2) and 0'2'(3), respectively, but from matrix ele-
ments of the third-order scalar operator 0'0'(3) which
acts only upon the P7/2 admixture. The effect of this last
matrix element is to interfere destructively with the other
two for Ellz, and constructively for Ej.z, creating the
strong observed anisotropy.

To demonstate this interference quantitatively, numeri-
cal values of the three matrix elements involved are listed

in Table III for the polarizations studied. For Ellz, all
three operators have lower index q =0 and thus interfere
with one another. For each M', this trio of matrix ele-
ments, listed on a single row in Table III, must be added
before the sum is squared. For Eiz, 0'0'(3) remains un-
changed apart from a sign change, but the two second-
rank operators now become sums of three tensor operators
of the form

( —)0' '+( —)' 0 +(—)o

of which only the middle one interferes with scalar opera-
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TABLE III. Matrix elements of second- and third-order two-photon absorption operators between
components of the ground state [sS7/2 M] and components of the excited state [ P3/2, M']. 63/ is the
coefficient of [ P7/2 M ] which is admixed illto [ P3/2 M ]. The common factor 2E—/E~/ has been

dropped from all matrix elements. In determining the intensity of the component M, matrix elements

appearing on the same row must be added before squaring.

Polarization

Elz

M, M'

3 1

2s 2

1 1

2 s 2

5 1

2S 2

1 3
2' 2

, 3 3
2 s 2

7 3
2s 2

[Q'"(2)])«7« '

—0.000096

—0.000 15

—0.000 17

—0.000043

—0.000 11

—0.00025

[Q"'(3)]~~'

—0.0207

—0.0324d

—0.0357

—0.0092

—0.0238

—0.0546'

[Q"'(3)]a~'

—1.78m]/2"

—1.78t.3/2

1

2s 2

3 3
2 7 2

—0.00030
—0.00022

—0.0639

—0.0476"

+ 1.78E'~/2

+ 1.78e3/2

Circular +—+—5 1

3+———27 2

7 3+—+—
1 3+ 2s 2

—0.00033

—0.00019
—0.00051

—0.000085

—0.0714

—0.0412d

—0.1091

—0.0184

$Q(2)(2) ( ))/2(E(l)g(l))(2). g(2)

«Q( )(3)=—1( 1

) )/(2g E/)(g(')g(")'2'W(")
+Q(0)(3 ) 10( ))/2( g/E )(E( l )E( l ) )(0) $P(11)0.

Multiply by g/E~f =0.01 to obtain the value of the matrix element.

tor. For each M', therefore, the matrix elements of
( —,

' )' OI)
' and ( —,

' )'/ OI) '(3) are added to the matrix ele-

ment of OI) '(3) before squaring, and this result is then
added to the squares of the matrix elements of
(-,' )[0'+2(2)+0'+z(3)] to obtain the intensity of the com-

ponent M'. Finally, for circular polarization the scalar
operator vanishes.

Table III shows that for E~~z, the matrix element of
OI) '(3) exactly cancels the sum of the other two matrix
elements if est is positive and equal to about 0.05 for
M'=+-,' and 0.04 for M'=+ —', . Using first-order pertur-
bation theory, we find that

E3/2, 7/2([ P7n M ] IHcp I [ Pin M'])

+0.007 for M'=+ —,
'

+0.005 for M'=+ —,
' .

The numerical results were obtained using' E3/g 7/p
=1000 cm ', Bo ' ——210 cm '. The signs are indeed pos-
itive, but the magnitude is too small to produce the strong
observed anisotropy. We find, however, that second-order
linkages of the form

(2) -1
+M' 3/2, 7/2

X g E( '('P7/2, M
~
IIcp

~

i )(2
~
IIcp

~
'PS/2, M'),

particularly those for which i is Iq, are much more im-

portant in this case. Explicit evaluation of the second-

order coefficient using i = IJ and a constant energy

separation Etp ——4000 cm ' of I from P yields the re-

sults

&)/2 )69 ( 7 ) E3/2, 7/2EIP [ 22 ( 0 ) +(~6 ) ]

=+0.030,

(p) 2500 7 $/p
&3/2= 3x7x132 ( 2 ) ES/2, 7/2

XE—1[ 127 (II(6) )2+(II(6) )2]

=+0.026,

where the values ' Bo ' ——1250 cm ' and B6 ' ——600 cm
have been used. The total admixtures are then

E)/p=6)/p+ E)/g
——+0.037,([) (2)

3/Q —63/P+ E3/P —+0.03 1
(&) (2)

which are now quite close to the values required for can-

cellation for E~~z. In fact, the data are best fit with the
values e&/& ——+0.032 and e3/p —+0.028 when

g/=0. 01E~f. The result of choosing these values is
shown by the closed circles in Fig. 5 and by the X's on
the bar graph in Fig. 12. By contrast, the horizontal lines
in Fig. 5 show the isotropic intensities predicted when the
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Pj/j admixture is neglected. Every detail of the experi-
mental I'3/2 scan is now correctly explained.

+ 3
(

3 ))/&(g /g2 )(g(1)E()))(&).IV()2)2 (5d)

The term proportional to g~ vanishes exactly, while the
scalar term does not contribute in the Russell-Saunders
limit. Using the matrix elements from Table II, we find
that the ratios of the third-order to second-order contribu-
tions for all polarizations are

D9/2'. 0.032 ~ D7/2. 0.041

Dg/2. '0.045~ D3/2'. 0.105 D&/2'. 0 .
In all cases the third-order term contributes only a few
percent to the line strength. The account given previously
of the 6D9/z i/z 5/2 intensities in terins of the second-order
theory alone is, therefore, fully justified.

One other third-order contribution to the D lines Inust,
however, be considered. Since the coefficient of the scalar
operator LV'")0 in (5b) is over 20 times larger than the
coefficient of the second-rank operator in (5d}, it has the
potential to contribute significantly to Sj/2~ Dj/z in
the intermediate coupling approximation, even though it
cannot directly link the major components of the ground-
and excited-state wave functions. The value of the matrix

(['S'jn1l
I
IV' ""III »n )}

Saunders limit has therefore been entered in Table II,
where the first-order spin-orbit admixtures of P into S
and D have been taken into account. The line strength of
Dj/2 then contains two significant contributions:

i') «'/Eaf }[ —,'s (['S'j/2 1l IU")
I I

['Djn1 }'

+2[(Sf+4)'/Ea'y)

x(['S,n3II W"" II['D n])'I .

Using Ez~ ——8500 cm ', Eqq ——30000 cxn ', and

gf =2(g ——0.01E@,we find the ratio of the third-order to
the second-order contribution to be about 3.5 for linear
polarization, which agrees very well with the data in Fig.
12.

The importance of including the third-order scalar term
becomes more evident in analyzing the Stark-component
intensities of 6Dj/2 and sD)/2. For 6Dj/z the analysis
closely follows that for Pj/z, although the degree of in-
terference is greater since the two contributing terms now
have about the same magnitude. Numerical details are

presented in Ref. 8. For Ellz, destructive interference
occurs for M'=+ —,

' and + —,
'

and constructuve interfer-

ence for M'=+ —', and +-', ; for Elz, the reverse occurs.
The resulting predictions of Stark-component intensities
for Dj/z are shown by the closed circles in Fig. 6(b), and
agree very well with the observed intensities. The vertical
bars, by contrast, show the intensities predicted by the
second-order term alone. For I'=+ —,', destructive in-

terference is nearly total for El Iz.

2o S7/2 ~ DJ

The relevant part of the third-order operator (5a) for
the D lines is

An important advantage of the above analysis is its

ability to explain quantitatively the strong anisotropy of
the neighboring D)n line, shown in Fig. 6(a). D)/z con-
tains a small first-order admixture of the M' = + —,

component of Dj/2 which is entirely responsible for its
intensity,

I
['D«„+-,' ))=0.94

I
['D„,, +-,'])+0.23

I
['»/2, +-,' 1) .

D, /2 is therefore simply a replica of the M'=+ —,
' com-

ponent of Dj/2, which is an order of magnitude weaker

for Ellz than for Eiz. With the use of se:ond-order
theory alone, however, such a strong anisotropy cannot be
explained, as shown by the vertical bars in Fig. 6(a).

In the above analysis, the M' assignments for Dj/z
shown in Fig. 6(b) differ from those extracted from
crystal-field calculations by Carnall et al. ', where from
lowest to highest energy they are + —,', + —,, + —,, and + —,.
We note, however, that the crystal-field splitting of D j/2
is exceedingly small compared to other levels of
Gd LaF3 and correspondingly sensitive to parameter
choice. A reduction in the importance of the fourth-rank
crystal-field terms and/or an increase in the second-rank
terms could lead to the ordering of M' values shown in
Fig. 6(b}. Introducing lower-symmetry components would
also change the ordering predicted by Carnall et al. '

Whatever the reason for the discrepancy, we can say with

certainty that a totally consistent interpretation of the
TPA intensities of D j/2 and D, /z can be obtained if, and

only if, the M' values are assigned as in Fig. 6. We there-
fore propose that these M' assignments are the correct
ones.

D. sS7/2 —+ ~Iq. Third-order terms in the crystal-field
interaction and fourth-order terms

Downer et a/. introduced third-order terms with

V=HcF and found that most of the anomalous strength
of the six IJ lines and their intensities relative to one
another could be explained, although their unusual aniso-

tropy was not explained. Such th11'd-order terms allow
&I'-, hJ' & 6, although the spin selection rule M =0
remains in effect. Hence these terms overcome only two
of the three angular momentum selection rules which ap-

ply to t1anslt1ons such as S7/2 —+ I13/2 15/2 17/2. In th18

section we show that a complete account of the

S7/2~ IJ transitions must include not only third-order
terms with V=HcF, but fourth-order terms with V=HcF
and V'=H and third-order terms with V=H„, the last
acting upon a Pj/2 admixture in the Iq wave functions.
Second-order contributions are negligible for all of the IJ
lines.

Crystal-field splittings within the 4f 'rd configura-
tions are on the order of 10000 cm ', an order of magni-
tude larger than spin-orbit interactions and 2 orders of
magnitude larger than crystal-field sphttings of 4f~ lev-
els. In Ce +:LaF& a total splitting of 15000 cm ' is ob-.
served. " In order to parametrize the splitting, we may re-

gard 4f Sd in the lowest-order approximation as a 4f
core augmented by an isolated 5d electron. The enormous
crystal-field sphttings in the 4f 5d configuration can then
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be interpreted as the action of the crystal field on the 5d
electron alone. The hexagonal field (4) of LaF5 splits the
D level of the 5d electron into three levels, with a total

splitting of
Io 8(4) [1+ 3 (8(2) /8(4) )]

Analysis of the crystal-field splittings of 4f levels has
shown that 8O"'-580' for all lanthanides. ' Using this
ratio as a rough guide for the 5d splitting, we can approxi-

mate the total splitting as —2'Bo '. For Ce +:LaF3, then we

obtain Bo '-30000 cm ' and 80"'/Edf-0. 3. Although
the 4f 5d splittings of Gd +:LaF5 have not been observed,
we can safely assume that they do not differ greatly from
those of Ce +:LaF .

Following double closure over levels of the 4f 5d con-
figuration and a series of operator recouplings, the third-
order operator acting between S7&2 and IJ becomes

1 3
+15{—')'/'Ed 'g ( —1)'+k(2r+1)' '(2k+1)'/' '3

t, k

2 312 .[E(1)(8(4)E(1))(t)](k).U(k)
k 4 2

(6a)

where 8'"' is a tensor with components equal to the coef-
ficients of the crystal-field operator (4). Since k can be as
large as 6 in expression (6a), &&.,bJ & 6 is possible, so all
of the S7/2~ I/ transitions can be accommodated.
Since 8'"' is coupled to the electric field vectors, the
predicted line strengths are anisotropic.

For sS7/2~ IJ, U'6' has by far the largest matrix ele-
ments of the various U'"', so the term in (6a) for which
k=6, n =4, i=5 dominates. The line strengths are then
given by the single third-order term

STpA( IJ)= (E IEdf)(8() 'IE~I)'

'S,/, ] I I

U('
I I
['I, l (6b)

where c= ~, I, and —,', , respectively, for Ej.z, Ellz, and
circular polarization. Comparison with the predicted line
strength of D9/2, which owes its strength only to second-

s('I„,,EI lz) =o.oo6
S( D9/2, Ellz) for 80 '/E@=0.3. A modest increase in
this ratio improves the fit to the data somewhat. The
closed circles in Fig. 12 were placed using the value 0.45.
The intensities of the Iz lines relative to one another fit

I

very well to the ratios of ([ S7/2]l l

U' 'l l[ IJ]), in agree-
ment with Eq. (6b). However, the average Iz line
strengths are still underestimated by a factor of 5 of so.
More importantly, the observed polarization dependence,
which is less subject to experimental error, is
misrepresented. Instead of a much smaller intensity for
El lz, Eq. (6b) predicts a slightly larger intensity. Fourth-
order terms alleviate the former discrepancy. To resolve
the latter we must reintroduce J mixing and the third-
order terms with V=H

Fourth-order terms with V=H and V'=Hc„(and
vice versa) permit a direct linkage of S to I, which is not
possible in a lower order. We can anticipate that, follow-
ing triple closure over the intermediate states l, m, n in ex-
pression (1), only operators of the form W"6)k need be re-
tained in the subsequent recoupling, since these are the
operators which directly link S to I. The values of the
reduced matrix elements of these operators are shown in
Table II. For k=6, the matrix elements are an order of
magnitude larger than the intermediate coupling matrix
elements ([sS2/2]l lU'6'll[ IJ]), so there is hope that the
fourth-order terms can rival the third-order terms despite
the extra energy denominator. The final form of the
recoupled fourth-order operator is

2
(

'& ))/2(g g )E-5(E(1)(8(4)E(1))(4))(5).gr(16)5 1

(
~& )(/2(15' 2g )E

—5(E(l)(8(4)E(1))(5))(5).LV(16)5
7 &54 f d df 35 231 f d df

&

(
~ )1/2(3( +2( )g

—5(E(1)(8(4)E(1))(5))(6).Pr(16)6

Fifth-rank as well as sixth-rank operators appear. The
fifth-rank terms [the first two in (7)] have the intriguing
feature that, for the hexagonal field of LaF&, where the
only fourth-rank crystal-field term in 80 ', they vanish for
Ellz. Nevertheless, these terms cannot explain the ob-
served anisotropy, because their numerical coefficients are
much smaller than that of the sixth-rank term, which
predicts the same polarization dependence as the sixth-
rank third-order term (6). Furthermore, the reduced ma-
trix elements of the fifth-rank operators are smaller than
those of the sixth-rank operator (see Table II). Conse-
quently, we can neglect the fifth-rank terms.

To compute the Iq line strengths, we now add the
fourth-order operator (7) to the third-order operator (6a),
take the square modulus of the matrix element connecting

the initial and final states, and sum over all M,M'. We
find that the ratio of the fourth-order contribution (in-
cluding the cross term between the third- and fourth-order
terms) to the third-order contribution is very close to 1 for
all IJ levels for all polarizations. Thus the predicted in-
tensity of each I/ hne, shown by the circled crosses in
Fig. 12, is roughly doubled, but the predicted polarization
dependence is the same as in third order.

To explain the anisotropy, we apply the same argu-
ments used earlier for P5/2. Using crystal-field parame-
ters So ' ——1250 cm ', 8&6' ——600 cm ', and reduced ma-
trix elements ( IJ

l l

U'6'l l6P&/2) from Ref. 14, we find that
I7/2 contains the following first-order admixtures of

6~7m:
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I I'I7n +
z I }=

I 'I7/2*+ z }—o 014
I
'P7/2 +

~ »
I I6I7/~, +-', I }=

I
'I»„+-,' }+0.»6

I
'P„,, +-,' },

I I I7/»+7 I }=
I I7n + i } 0 014

I P7/2 + 1 }+0016
I P7/2 + 2 },

I I'I7/2, +-', I}=I's„,, +-,') —0 00. 005 I6P7/„+-," }+0.016I6P7/„+-', }.

In an earlier paper me showed that these admixtores, in,

themselves, could not account for the 6Iq line strengths,
thus necessitating the higher-order treatment outhned
above. In parttcularq they underest1mafed 'the I7/z inten-

sity for all polarizations, and by more than a factor of 100
for circular polarization. Discrepancies are similar for the
other Iz levels. This mechanism, in fact, predicts that I&
depends in the same way as P7/2 on polarization, con-
trary to observation. Admixtures of other levels into Iz

do not contribute significantly to the intensities.
Nevertheless, the 6P7/2 admixtures play a crucial role in

creating the unusual anisotropy of the IJ lines. We illus-
trate the mechanism in detail for I7/2, which, being the
most isolated of the Iq levels, is the least strongly J
mixed. We denote the three TPA operators which contri-
bute to these lines as Q{6)(3}(third-order sixth-rank opera-
tor}, Q(6)(4} (fourth-order, sixth-rank operator), and
Q{u)(3}(third-order scalar operator acting on the 6P7/q ad-

[Q(6)«}]~~'[Q{6)(3}] [Q"'i 3 }bra'

TABLE IV. Matrix elements of third- and fourth-order takeo-photon absorption operators between
components of the ground state [6$7/2, M] and components of the excited state [6Iq/q, M'] in Gd'+. 6/
is the coefficient of the admixture of [ Pvn I

~
I
=1+o 5] into ['l7/2 I

~'
I
=j+o 5] The c()mm()n

factor —2E /E@ has been dropped from all matrix elements.

Polarization M,M'

3 1

1

2 &

5 1

1 3
2& 2

3 3
2&

7 3
2 & 2

1 5
2 & 2

5 5

3 7
2s 2

7 7

+ 0.00034'

+ 0.00043d

—0.00025

—0.9N61'
—0.00021'

+ 0.00043

+ 0.QN34'

—0.000 21d

—0.00007'

—0.009d'

+ 0.013 '
+ 0.016 '
—0.009 '
—0.023"
—0.0076'

+ 0.0156"

+ 0.013"
—0.0076 '
—0.0035+'

—1.8e1,'

2s 2

3 3
2~ 2

5 5
2& 2

7 7
2 & 2

+ 0.00067

—0.001 21'

+ 0.00067'

—0.000 14

+ 0.025"
—0045 '
+ 0 025"'

—0.007"

+ 1.8eoo'

+ 1.8e11'

+ 1.8@22'

+ 1.8@33'

+ 0,00085'

—0.00049'

—0.00041

—0.00049"

+ 0.000 85

—0.00041'

+ 00313"'
—00181"
—0.0153 '
—0.0181"
+ 0.0313"
—0.0153"

+Q(6)(3} ( })/2E ([E(1)(g(4)E(1)}(&)](6).U{6)

6Q(6)(4} + ( })/2(5g/g }E )[g(()(g(4)g())}(5)](6).gf{(6)6

&Q(()){3} }0(2 })/2(g/E }(g(l)g())}(0).pr()1)0

Multiply by 80 '/E@-0.4.
'Multiply by g/E~f =0.01.
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mixture). The numerical values of the matrix elements of
these three oPerators for Sly~ Ilqz are listed in Table
IV, which is closely analogous to Table III. The first two
operators have the general form

3( —,', )'~Oil ' for E~(z,

for circular polarization. In order to obtain the matrix
elements of Oil'(3), the first-order Pl~i admixtures (8)
can be substituted for the air in Table IV as a first ap-
proximation. When this is done we see at once that for

8( (z, the matrix element of Oo '(3) is opposite in sign and
comparable in magnitude to the sum of the matrix ele-
ments of 00 '(3) and Oc '(4) for M'=+ —,', +—', , and + —', ,
resulting in strong destructive interference. For Ej.z,
there is constructive interference for the same M' values,
thus giving rise to the pattern of anisotropy familiar from
Pl&l. For M'=+ —', , the admixture of Plzz, M'=+-', is

cxcccdlllgly slllall ill fllrst order, Rlld tllUs pl'oduccs Rllllost
no interference. Since, however, the intensity of the
M = + T~ colllpollcllt dl'ops sllbstRIltlally ill golllg froill

Biz to E~ ~z, we must suppose either that in 8 higher-order
approximation this admixture is larger (and positive in
sign) or that some other admixture produces the required
cancellation.

Ill fl'ttlllg tllc data for I7~» tllc valllcs of Esisr~ werc 81
lowed to vary somewhat from the first-order values (8).
For M'=+ —,, + —,, and + —,, the values yielding the best
fit changed by less than 35% from the first-order values.
The coefficient of P7~z,M'=+ —, changed from
—0.00005 to +0.003. This sma11 value could easily arise
in a higher-order approximation. The final values of the
coefficients were c'00———0.011, e, i

——+0.022,
F2———0.021, e32 ——+0.0IO, @33——+0.003, and
ail ——+0.014 (the notatloil is CM c s I c s). These values
give the best representation of the integrated intensity as
well as the individual Stark-component intensities for the
two linear polarizations. The result of the fit is shown by
the closed circles in Fig. 7. Mixing of the M'=+ —, and
+ —, components was taken into account. By contrast, the
horizontal lines show intensities predicted when the P7&l
admixture is neglected. For the two linear polarizations,
the Stark components are well represented, although for
circular polarization, where there are no adjustable param-
eters, M'=+ —,

' is 2—3 times stronger than predicted. %e
have found that including the effect of P5&2 and 6' ad-
mixtures or a modest presence of Bz ' and 84 ' crystal-
field terms cannot explain the relative strength of
M =+-', for circular polarization. We believe, therefore,
that this small remaining discrepancy results from a smaH
amount of Jmixing with other IJ levels.

Thc i'cslllt of 8 slnllhr calculatloll fol' Ii

lyly

is shown ill

Fig. 8, although because of stronger J mixing with other
Iz levels the final fit obtained for the Stark-component

intensities is poorer Neverthe. less, we find that strong

destructive interference again occurs when E~ ~z for
M=+ —,, + —,, + —,, and+ —,. ForM=+ —, and+ —,,

1 3 5 7 p 9

Oo '(4) and 00 '(3) cannot connect these M' values to any
Sq~2 components, resulting in small intensities. Corre-

sponding constructive interference again occurs for Elz.
Varying the Grst-order coefficients of the P7~l admix-
tures by a modest amount allows the intensities for the
two linear polarizations to be fit more or less satisfactori-
ly.

Despite shortcomings on some details, the interference
mechanism just outlined explains the strong anisotropy of
I7yz iigz quite satisfactorily. For the remaining I levels,

the observed anisotropy of the integrated intensities can bc
well explained through similar calculations, even though
strong J mixing prevents accurate predictions of the lela-
tive Stark-component intensities for each polarization. In
fact& bCCRUSC Of 111C I1CRI' dCgCIlefacy Of I9yl slid Ii7gz, RS

well as I~3~2 and I~5~2, J and MJ are no longer approxi-
mately good quantum numbers for these levels. In princi-
ple, using the eigenfunctions of a diagonalized Hamiltoni-
an matrix which includes the crystal-field operator, even
these predictions could be made accurately. The simpler
calculations outlined above, however, establish the basic
mechanism of the anisotropy of the 6I lines. Consistently
throughout the I group, the matrix elements of 00 '(3)
interfere destructively with the matrix elements of 00 '(3)
and 00 '(4) for E~~z, while interfering constructively for
Elz. The integrated intensities calculated for all the I
hnes, neglecting J mixing among the I levels and using
modest adjustments of the first-order P7~l admixtures,
are shown with g s I Flg. 12. Fol each Ig level, the
prediction of the combined third- and fourth-order contri-
butions (the circled crosses in Fig. 12) remains unchanged
for circular polarization, drops by a factor of 3—5 for

E~ ~z, and increases by about the same factor for Elz as a
result of the P7~z admixture. With the results of these
calculations, essentiaHy every detail of the data sho%vn ln
Fig. 12 has now been explained.

The above analysis of the I lines suggests that their in-
tensities should be sensitive to changes in the crystalline
environment. The interference mechanism responsible for
the strong anisotropy is especially sensitive to the relative
magnitude of the fourth-rank and the sixth-rank crystal-
field terms. Thus in different host crystals, perhaps even
in the same host crystal under uniaxial pressure, signifi-
cant variations in the strength of the anisotropy, as well as
in the intensities relative to P~ and DJ, can be expected.

The two-photon absorption spectrum of Gd + can be
understood in intricate detail when third- and fourth-
order terms in the perturbation series which involve spin-
orbit and/or crystal-field interactions among the inter-
mediate states are taken into account. Accurate measure-
ments of the relative intensities and the polarization
dependence of numerous two-photon transitions has estab-
hshed the existence, and in many cases the dominance, of
these higher-order contributions. The violation of angular
momentum selection rules and anomalously strong inten-
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sities have been explained satisfactorily. In the LaFi host,
strong anisotropies were shown to arise from
polarization-dependent interference among second-, third-,
and fourth-order terms when J mixing among the 4f lev-
els is taken into account. In addition, the intensities of in-
dividual Stark components could in most cases be ex-
plained quantitatively, occasionally requiring revision of
the Stark-component assignments derived from crystal-
field calculations. In the solution, two-photon spectros-
copy using two excitation beams of independently variable
frequency and polarization could in principle determine
the symmetry of the observed Stark components, and
thereby aid in determining the structure of the hydration
complex. The present results, however, were obtained
with only a single excitation beam.

Higher-order contributions should be widely encoun-
tered in the two-photon spectra of other rare-earth, as well
as actinide, ions because the excited configurations occur
at lower energies than in Gd +. We have recently com-
pleted a study of the two-photon spectrum of Eu + in

CaFq, SrFz, and BaF2 lattices, where the 4f Sd configura-
tion lies dramatically lower than in the isoelectronic Gd +

ion. The sharp 4f excited states, in fact, are embedded in
the broad intense 5d bands, and can be observed only by
two-photon absorption, which suppresses the broad back-
ground through the parity-selection rule. Fritzler and

Schaak identified P7/t 5/t in this fashion. We have ob-
served the I and D groups as well. The smaller average
energy denominator indeed enhances the relative intensity
of many levels which owe their strength to third- and
fourth-order contributions, although the greater relative
energy spread of the intermediate levels partly invalidates
the closure approximation, and complicates the theoretical
description. The results of this study will be published in
a planned forthcoming paper.
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